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ABSTRACT

The military community relies on chat and Instant Message (IM) technologies for planning operations and near real-time collaboration. For all of the strengths of chat/IM technologies, they do not lend themselves well to use within conventional cross-domain communications architectures. The United States Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has developed a portable, hybrid architecture that introduces multilevel security (MLS) technologies into environments comprised of multiple security levels (MSL). This architecture was then used as the framework for integrating various software systems into an enabling capability for cross-domain chat. The resultant multilevel chat system utilizes various trusted mechanisms to maintain strong process separation, privilege management, and communications interface control. This multilevel chat system was then used in a limited operational experiment (LOE) to enable users in disparate security domains to collaborate with each other based on a pre-defined, tested, and approved system security policy. Efforts are currently underway to develop a certification profile for this system, as well as for the system’s hybrid multilevel architecture. We hope to determine the scalability of this architecture through future operational test scenarios. We are also investigating the scope of the solution set to which this architecture may apply, including multilevel web services.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

As NATO and its member nations move forward in transforming from platform-centric to network-centric force structures, a shift in the nature of the technological problems has occurred. Increasingly, military and civilian organizations implementing information systems are discovering a greater need for secure, reliable interconnections between existing systems than for systems that provide new capabilities [1]. Information systems that were once partially or completely autonomous now must support interconnections with all sorts of other networked systems; many of which are similarly ill suited for supporting interconnections. As organizations struggle with accommodating net-centricity, they inevitably find themselves in a dilemma: while they find that in order to fulfill their mission they must support interconnections to other information systems with differing security policies and of varying levels of trust, they also find that many times some subset of the systems in question lack sufficient robustness in their security mechanisms to safely implement the required interconnections.
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In most of these cases, organizations turn to security devices to mediate interconnections between systems that exist in different security domains. Systems such as network encryption devices, high assurance guards, or separated multilevel security (MLS) enclaves are often used to enable secure, cross-domain communications in a manner that meets at least some operational requirements. While these systems often succeed in accommodating limited cross-domain communications, the levels of functionality, reliability, and performance are far below the levels usually experienced in traditional, single level systems. Furthermore, as most of these security systems are third-party developed, they often do not evolve with the systems they are designed to support, so as the commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) and government-off-the-shelf (GOTS) systems they connect change, the Guards are unable to continue to work within the new system architectures [2][3]. In order to realize net-centricty and operate at the level required to support today's high-paced battle rhythms, information systems must be able to support interconnections between disparate security domains, and they must be able to operate at assurance levels comparable to those expected of military command and control systems.

This paper explains how the Multilevel Chat system was developed to meet the US Navy’s requirements for near-real-time, cross-domain collaboration, and how the multilevel chat system's architecture may be used to solve other cross-domain communications problems. The paper is made up of five different sections. The first section is this introduction. The second section briefly describes the US Navy’s cross-domain chat requirements, and then maps the extents to which traditional cross-domain architectures would satisfy the requirements. The third section describes how we analysed the properties of these cross-domain architectures against the requirements for a cross-domain chat system, and in turn developed the design for the Multilevel Chat system. The third section also describes the Multilevel Chat system implementation, and how the system supports cross-domain collaboration in heterogeneous environments. The fourth section describes how the Multilevel Chat system has been tested, the results of those tests, and how the results compare against testing for other cross-domain solutions. The fifth section describes ongoing efforts that have come out of the Multilevel Chat project.

2.0 TRADITIONAL CROSS-DOMAIN COMMUNICATION MODELS

During the initial planning phases of the cross-domain chat development effort, we evaluated several possible solution architectures. During this evaluation, we found that all of the traditional cross-domain architectures had certain inherent properties that would preclude them from adequately addressing the US Navy’s requirements for cross-domain chat. It is worthwhile then to explain these findings, and how they were in turn used to deduce a hybrid, multilevel architecture that could satisfy the US Navy’s cross-domain chat requirements.

Traditionally, there have been three different models for accommodating multiple security domains within a single operating environment: Multilevel Security (MLS), Multiple Security Levels (MSL) with a MLS local area network (LAN), and guarding solution-based interconnections. First, a brief explanation of the requirements that these models are meant to satisfy will be provided. Some of the requirements stated are general cross-domain system requirements, while others are requirements that are more specific to chat/IM services. Then, each of these three cross-domain communication models will be evaluated against these requirement statements. Finally, any discrepancies between the stated requirements and the systems’ capability to satisfy those requirements will be briefly explained.
2.1 Requirements for Cross-Domain Communications Systems

Requirements for cross-domain communication systems may be separated into four different categories. Any requirement to protect data objects processed by the system will be classified as data protection requirements. Any requirement to protect computing assets, such as servers, clients, or networks, will be classified as resource protection requirements. Any requirement that relates to the system's ability to process data in a manner that complies with the system's functional requirements will be classified as functional performance requirements. For the purposes of this paper, functional performance requirements will be stated as they apply to chat and/or IM-based collaboration. Finally, any requirements that are outside the technical scope of the system, but are nonetheless levied on the system, will be classified as non-technical requirements.

2.1.1 Data Protection Requirements

a. Enforce non-discretionary data protection policies- Most organizations have basic rules that dictate how data is to be shared between subjects within their information systems. Any system that connects an organization's sensitive information systems to one or more external information systems must have provisions for ensuring that the organization's data protection policies are enforced at all times.

b. Provide discretionary access control mechanisms- In addition to organizational data protection policies, often times data owners within an organization will have additional rules governing data access rights. As such, any system that connects an organization's sensitive information systems to one or more external information systems must have provisions for ensuring that data owners may control access to data objects based on the identities of user subjects within the system.

c. Transfer policy enforcement- Most systems can be used for purposes other than those for which they are meant to be used. Any system that connects an organization's sensitive information systems to one or more external information systems must have provisions for ensuring that the data processing services provided by the system may only be used for their intended purposes. For example, an email transfer system that is meant to provide plain text only email connectivity between security domains should prevent users from embedding Uuencoded file attachments within email messages.

2.1.2 Resource Protection Requirements

a. System communications protection- Communications between subjects within the information system subjects must be protected from unauthorized modifications, surveillance, and injections.

b. System self-protection- Data processing components within the information systems, along with the whole information system itself, must have security mechanisms that have sufficient strength of function to ensure that it is adequately resistant to the categories of attack [4] to which it is likely to be subjected.

c. Detection of Malicious or Dangerous Content- Any system that connects an organization's sensitive information systems to one or more external information systems must have provisions for detecting potentially malicious data, and must protect connected systems from these sorts of content in the manner defined by the connected systems' respective information assurance policies.

d. Strong network separation- Any system that connects an organization's sensitive information systems to one or more external information systems must ensure that the connected networks are completely separated, except for the approved data transfer mechanisms defined in the system's security policy. Furthermore, any data transfer mechanisms that span enclaves must be completely mediated by trusted security mechanisms.
2.1.3 Functional Chat/IM Performance Requirements

a. **Service functionality** - The system must enable a basic group chat and/or IM function to be extended to users residing in different security domains.

b. **Timeliness of service** - As chat/IM functions are near-real-time in nature, data transfers must be perceived by users as close to immediate; i.e., at most a few seconds.

c. **System usability** - Regardless of the system’s security posture, the system must provide a user experience that is sufficiently comfortable and familiar as to gain user acceptance [5].

d. **System scalability** - The system must provision for scalability with respect to traffic load, the number of connected enclaves, and the types of connected networks.

2.1.4 Non-Technical Requirements

a. **Economically Feasible** - Any cross-domain solution must be deployable in a manner that is comparably cost-effective to other potential solutions. Cost considerations include development, procurement, installation and configuration, training, accreditation, and lifecycle support.

b. **Accreditable** - Most organizations, especially in military and government arenas, have strict accreditation requirements for systems that connect to their sensitive networks. As such, any potential system must provide sufficient assurance (and evidence thereof) to have a reasonable chance at obtaining a system security certification/verification, but it must also provide evidence that there is a reasonable probably that it can obtain accreditation for use in a specific target environment [6].

c. **Manageable** - The system must have adequate provisions for system administrators to manage the system. Specifically, system management mechanisms should minimize, if not eliminate, any possibility of an administrator misconfiguring an accredited system such that it no longer meets the system's approved security posture.

d. **Interoperable** - Ideally, the system should be able to interoperate with existing information systems.

Figure 2-1 summarizes these requirements into 8 high-level requirement statements. These requirement statements are used throughout this section as a reference for describing the fitness of traditional cross-domain architectures with respect to facilitating cross-domain chat.
2.2 Multilevel Secure (MLS) Systems

2.2.1 Meeting Cross-domain Chat Requirements with MLS

Many properties of MLS systems lend themselves well to providing chat services to users operating in disparate security domains. The chart in figure 2-2 depicts the extent to which we determined that an MLS system would address the requirements described in section 2.1.
2.2.2 Disadvantages of Using MLS to Enable Cross-Domain Chat

Most of the problems associated with using MLS information systems stem from the fact that most data currently exists in systems that do not support trusted labels. For example, if an information system that connects to an MLS system does support trusted labelling, the MLS system will have to apply a single label to all data that comes from that information system. Similarly, any connected information system that does not support trusted labels may only operate at a single level within the MLS environment, which would be the level that the MLS system associates with the connection. Furthermore, most client components do not support trusted authentication paths across security domains, and as such would require a trusted path extension in order to securely interface into an MLS system. To make matters worse, many trusted path extension systems require hardware modifications to client systems [1][7][8]. Such modifications would impose significant initial fielding and management costs that would grow at least linearly as the use of the information system expanded. Finally, most COTS systems do not support MLS schemes. Thus within an MLS domain, all applications would have to be modified to support MLS functionality in order to function [9]. As a result, a suite of applications would have to be modified to support a particular MLS scheme before that scheme will be able to support any operational requirements, and getting military or commercial organizations to invest in such modifications without any promise that the MLS scheme will be widely accepted would be a difficult endeavour.

While MLS could be used to enable cross-domain chat/IM services, several difficult problems would be left either partially or completely unaddressed. Most significantly, any MLS-based chat/IM solution would require
a new client infrastructure to support trusted path authentication. Furthermore, the MLS environment would need an MLS-enabled chat/IM system that would support the underlying MLS labelling scheme. Even if these challenges are overcome, there remains another, more serious problem: MLS does not enable communication between subjects with differing, non-hierarchical security and integrity policies at all. That is to say, there is no way for a user operating at a security level to chat with a user if that user has a lower security label and a lower integrity label without violating either Bell Lapadula or Biba system policies. To illustrate this problem, assume a user wishes to send a chat message from a high security, high integrity enclave to a user in a low security, low integrity domain. To do so, the user must violate Bell Lapadula and write data down [10]. Similarly, a user would have to violate Biba to send a message from a low integrity domain to a high integrity domain, regardless of the domains’ sensitivity levels [11]. As most inter-domain communication systems that have non-hierarchical data security policies also have non-hierarchical data integrity policies, this problem greatly limits the viability of MLS systems in satisfying cross-domain collaboration requirements, even in cost-insensitive situations [12].

2.3 Ultra Thin Client-based MSL Systems

2.3.1 Meeting Cross-Domain Chat Requirements With Ultra Thin Client-based MSL

Current world events have demonstrated that today's cross-domain communication requirements cannot be satisfied solely by maintaining multiple, separate information systems for processing each distinct security level. As new bilateral and multilateral relationships continuously form, evolve, and dissolve, organizations simply cannot roll out new infrastructure in a manner that keeps pace with demand. Accordingly, the information technology community has experienced widespread growth in the understanding that traditionally separate information systems must be interconnected somehow, even if the systems have widely differing security policies. One popular solution to this problem is to use an MLS-enabled front-end local area network (LAN) to interface users into a distributed, heterogeneous MSL-operating environment.

Many different architectures fit this description of MLS-fronted MSL [13]. Perhaps the most widely accepted architecture of this type today uses a trusted, multilevel session server to service ultra thin clients (UTCs) on one interface, while connecting into multiple, single-level security domains with the system's subsequent interfaces. Examples of this system include Trusted Computer Solution’s Secure Office suite and the US Navy’s Multilevel Thin Client system.

The chart in figure 2-3 depicts the extent to which we determined that a UTC-based MSL system would address the requirements described in section 2.1.
2.3.2 Disadvantages of Using UTC-based MSL to Enable Cross-Domain Chat

Not all applications would work properly in a UTC-based MSL environment, as many applications do not work properly with server-based computing. Chat applications are generally not computationally demanding though, and as such chat applications can be expected to function properly when used in conjunction with UTCs. However, UTC-based collaboration systems would not scale well beyond two or three different security domains, as it is essentially an MSL system in which it is difficult to securely pass data in between domains. Thus, any collaboration that is to occur within the operating environment must occur within a single domain, which in turn requires that the number of individual domains increases linearly with the number of inter-domain relationships defined in the mandatory access policy. Similarly, users may be able to simultaneously chat with other users in disparate security domains, but users from more than two domains will never be able to engage in a single group chat session without the creation of a new enclave. As a result, an increase in the number of enclaves interconnected in a UTC-based MSL system increases degradation in a user’s ability to effectively and simultaneously chat with users in other connected domain.

2.4 Guard-Based MSL Systems

2.4.1 Meeting Cross-domain Chat Requirements with Guard Systems

Guarding technologies have been used for several decades to mediate cross-domain communications. The terms “guard” and “high assurance guard” are often used to refer to many different types of systems. In this
paper, these terms refer to any system that is used to mediate one or more data flows between otherwise completely separated information systems. Guards provide strong network separation for connected systems, and if well implemented and used in the appropriate context, can provide a high level of assurance that a security policy is being enforced for a given data flow. Most importantly, guarding mechanisms are the most widely accepted way to securely move data between security domains. The chart in figure 2-4 depicts the extent to which we determined that a guard-based solution would address the requirements described in section 2.1.

![UTC-BASED MSL CHAT](image)

**FIGURE 2-3: CROSS-DOMAIN CHAT REQUIREMENTS MAPPED TO A GENERIC GUARD-BASED SOLUTION**

### 2.4.2 Disadvantages of Using Guards to Enable Cross-Domain Chat

Guards are usually third party platforms that mediate communications between systems developed by different commercial or government organizations [14][15]. Accordingly, one problem with guards is that it is difficult to guard for a communications path in a manner that is both high assurance and functionally robust, as they must impose strict content type enforcement mechanisms against data objects with fluid formats. As chat/IM systems lack a commonly used standard protocol, this problem would make the development of a viable Chat/IM guard difficult.

Guards are designed to give externally connected systems minimal information regarding content rejections. When using guards, users often experience what seems to be sporadic functionality when in fact the guard is
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operating properly and is rejecting their traffic. As chat/IM systems require immediate feedback, handling rejections would be problematic with a guarding system.

The most significant problem with using guard systems to enable cross-domain chat in a coalition environment has to do with the very purpose of a Guard: to maintain a hierarchical security policy. Accreditation bodies that require and approve the usage of guarding solutions usually view separate security domains as “higher” or “lower” than each other. For example, if domain A is a more sensitive domain than domains B and C, and C is also more sensitive than D, then A is the “high” side, B, C, and D are the “low” sides, and C is also above D. This architecture may satisfy the requirements of the “A” domain, but it does not readily accommodate communications between the non-hierarchical flow paths of B-C and B-D. Thus, while guarded architectures may be sufficient for intra-organizational cross-domain models, they do not address scenarios such as NATO’s, where two or more sovereign organizations must interconnect their information systems. In many such cases, all involved organizations would consider their connection as the high side enclave, and all other connections as low side enclaves. The solution is usually for the organizations to implement fronting guards, where each organization implements their own guarding policy. Figure 2-4 illustrates the difficulties that arise in fronting guard architectures.

FIGURE 2-4: A FRONTING GUARD SCENARIO
3.0 THE MULTILEVEL CHAT SYSTEM

3.1 The Multilevel Chat System’s Hybrid Architecture

Analysis of the properties of the traditional cross-domain architectures indicated that no single one of them was adequate for satisfying the US Navy’s requirements for a cross-domain chat system. However, evidence also indicated that it would be possible to develop a satisfactory solution with a hybrid architecture that exhibited some characteristics of each model. Hybrid multilevel security architectures are by no means new [16]. However, many within the information security community remain skeptical about the viability of hybrid cross-domain security systems in target environments that have medium or high assurance data integrity requirements [17]. Obviously then, any viable hybrid security architecture must provide assurances that it accommodates adequate data integrity protections. This section describes a composite MLS, MSL, and Guarding hybrid security architecture that that can be used to securely enable cross-domain chat.

3.1.1 Domain Separation

Trusted MLS operating systems provide several mechanisms for enforcing non-hierarchical mandatory access control (MAC) policies. Multilevel chat would require a candidate trusted OS platform to provide mechanisms for strong separation between processes running in different security domains. In order to maintain strong domain separation, multilevel chat would use a security and integrity compartmentalization scheme that had the separate security domains in mutually dominant (e.g., “high” side) spaces. In this scheme, no security domain is hierarchically above any other domain, and as such, all data flows between security domains would require mediation by a trusted process. Thus, if there were no mediating trusted process, then the level of assurance of domain/network separation in this architecture can be considered at the level of the trusted operating system, but users would not be able to share data across domains. Otherwise, the assurance level of domain/network separation should be considered at the level to which the trusted process maintains domain separation while processing chat data flows between domains.

3.1.2 Chat Data Protection

The architecture described in section 3.1.1 constitutes MSL within an MLS system. In order to provide users access to cross-domain chat resources, the system provides each security domain with controlled access to chat resources by protecting chat data with a hierarchical MAC compartmentalization scheme [18]. In this scheme, chat resources are stored in integrity compartments dominated by only enclaves that are authorized to access those resources. For example for enclaves A, B, and C in integrity compartments 1, 2, and 3 respectively, a chat room in compartments 1 and 2 would be accessible by A and B, but not C, while a chat room in compartments 1 and 3 would be accessible by A and C, but not B. Since within this architecture all chat data can be protected according to the system’s security and integrity policies, the chat data security assurance level can be considered at the level of the trusted operating system.

3.1.3 Chat Data Flows

The architecture described in section 3.1.2 is a simple MLS scheme where mutually dominant security domains may be able to read any chat data in integrity compartments below that of their domain. However, in order to allow users within a security domain to write chat messages in this scheme, a trusted mediating process is required to upgrade the integrity of chat messages. This trusted process amounts to a guarding mechanism to service all security domains within the system. Notionally, when users within an enclave submit chat messages to the chat server interface in their domain, the server in turn submits the messages to a trusted chat monitor for analysis, reclassification, and posting. Thus, the assurance of data integrity within
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this architecture for a given data flow can then be considered at the assurance level of the system’s trusted chat monitor.

3.1.4 Identity Management

One of the challenges faced by both MLS and UTC-based MSL was ensuring that users could not gain unauthorized access to data by masquerading as another user with a different clearance. In order to alleviate the risks associated with these schemes, the target architecture uses a single, high integrity database of user clearance registrations, which is then used by the chat application servers in each enclave to authorize users. This scheme allows for a centralized, high assurance user registration process, but prevents users from using their credentials outside their approved security domain. For example, if a user is registered in the system with a clearance to access security domain A, then their credential is only valid in enclave A. Thus, they may potentially violate discretionary access control policies by masquerading as another user within their domain, but they will never be able to violate the system’s mandatory access control policy without both gaining access to the credential of a user in another domain and gaining access to a client system within that security domain. As most organizations use cryptographic systems to encapsulate their secure enclaves, this MLS-MSL hybrid identity management system binds the assurance level that the authentication mechanism cannot be used to violate the MAC policy to the assurance level of the environment’s network separation mechanism. Furthermore, this identity management scheme ensures that the authentication mechanism cannot be used to violate the system’s MAC policy, regardless of the strength of the system’s authentication mechanism itself. Finally, this scheme also allows for a non-enclave specific object, the user clearance registration, to be used to enforce discretionary access controls across the multiple mandatory access levels at which the chat rooms exist.

3.2 The Multilevel Chat System Prototype

Using the hybrid cross-domain architecture described in section 3.1, the NRL cross-domain chat development team was able to implement, field, and test a multilevel chat system prototype in about 12 months. This prototype system, commonly referred to as “ML Chat,” provides basic chat services in accordance to the requirements laid out in section 2.1. This section briefly describes the basic elements of the ML Chat system.

3.2.1 ML Chat’s Operating Environment

The ML Chat system is currently developed to run on DigitalNet’s XTS-400 platform, which currently runs the STOP 6.1 operating system. Although ML Chat’s architecture does not preclude the possibility of porting to another trusted operating system, STOP provides several useful security features that are currently unavailable on any other platforms. [INSERT GOOD COMMENT???] Currently, STOP 6.1 is limited to accepting a maximum of 256 simultaneous network connections, and only supports a maximum of 768 MB physical memory. All trusted ML Chat modules are built using the STOP OS trusted software developer’s kit (SDK).

3.2.2 Chat Application Services

ML Chat maintains a separate chat server instance in each operational security domain, and each chat server instance services user connections for their respective enclaves. The server application itself is a version of a single-level COTS collaboration server that has been modified to work within the ML Chat framework. Users connect to the server through a slightly modified version of the chat application’s web-based client suite, and thus do not require any special knowledge of the inner workings of multilevel systems. These client-server connections can be either plain text or SSL-protected, and allow for the optional use of client-side certificates.
3.2.3 ML Chat Application Service Multilevel Extensions

The chat application itself is unaware of STOP’s data labelling system. Rather, each chat server processes a high integrity MAC policy definition file created by the system administrator. The purpose of this file is to provide an abstract representation of the trusted operating system’s implemented MAC policy that the application can read but not modify. Each instance of the application server then uses the policy defined in this file to enhance the system’s security functionality. For example, this file defines the human readable labels that correspond to platform-specific trusted labels, it defines the valid cross-domain chat data flows, and it defines which user clearances may be used in which security domains. Similarly, access control lists for chat rooms are protected at the same MAC level of the chat rooms they control. As such, server instances may read the access control lists to mediate user-level access, but may never modify the access control lists. This protection scheme allows the system’s discretionary access control (DAC) scheme in turn to be protected by higher assurance MAC mechanisms.

3.2.4 Chat Application Trusted Mediation Extensions

As was described in section 3.1.3, all chat data flows must be mediated by a trusted process. As such, all chat write operations are redirected to a trusted process by way of interprocess communication (IPC) pipes. Enabling this functionality required not only significant modification of the original COTS collaboration server source code, but it also involved the implementation of a new protocol for communications between chat server instances and the trusted chat monitor.

3.2.5 The ML Chat Trusted Chat Monitor

The trusted chat monitor has two main responsibilities. First, the monitor is responsible for initialization and shutdown; that is, it stops/starts the chat server instances and creates/deletes the IPC pipes used for communications between the monitor and the chat server instances. The second responsibility of the chat monitor is to mediate all chat data flows, which entails performing content checking on all traffic, ensuring that a request action request complies with the system’s MAC policy, and executing all privileged operations.

3.2.6 Application Self-Protection Mechanisms

Several small modifications were made to the COTS collaboration server in order to increase the overall security posture of the ML Chat system. For example, an ASCII character filter was implemented that removes all non-allowed characters from chat data, and all chat messages are limited to a pre-defined size. This filter allows a system administrator to ensure that only valid chat content is being processed, and that potentially dangerous and/or malicious content (i.e., executable code) cannot be passed through the system. Most other security enhancements involved disabling system functions that were either not required, exceeded the scope of the prototype development, or degraded the security posture of the system. Most administrative functions were disabled, and most user features except group chat were disabled. While most of these modifications do not merit special attention, some rationale should be provided for disabling some traditionally “core” services in near-real-time collaboration tools. Specifically, a discussion of our rationale for disabling Point of Presence (PoP) and IM services is appropriate.

3.2.6.1 Rationale for Disabling PoP Services

Most chat systems have some sort of PoP feature (e.g., a “buddy list”) that informs them of the status of other system users that interest them. While this feature is popular among users, it presents great challenges within the ML Chat system’s architecture. From a policy perspective, it is unclear as to the extent to which
organizations would want users in external security domains to have a channel for surveillance as to its users’ working patterns. From a security perspective, it would be difficult to implement a practical access control mechanism for determining which users could be on which other users’ buddy lists. Finally, from a performance perspective, PoP systems generate a significant amount of cross-domain network traffic, and all of this traffic would most likely impact the performance of the system’s trusted monitor.

3.2.6.2 Rationale for Disabling IM Services

One main reason IM services were disabled is IM services generally depend on PoP services. Also, IM services are difficult to centrally manage, as the usage practices associated with instant messaging are usually even more ephemeral in nature than those of group chat. Finally, there is the difficult problem of implementing cross-domain IM services in environments that require multi-enclave data flows. If a user attempts to send a message to multiple users in separate domains, it becomes quite difficult for the system to handle partial rejections; that is, scenarios in which a message can be transmitted to some of the intended recipients, but not to all of them. Secure solutions to this problem generally frustrate users, and user-friendly solutions often have security problems. Rather than attacking this dilemma, we avoided it by using a group chat-based scheme for enabling collaboration. One area of interest will be to determine the extent to which multilevel chat can and cannot be used to satisfy collaboration requirements traditionally satisfied by instant messaging systems.

4.0 MULTILEVEL CHAT TESTING AND RESULTS

The ML Chat system was exposed to three different testing scenarios: stress testing, penetration testing, and an operational assessment. Each of these tests will be briefly described in this section.

4.1 Stress Testing

The initial prototype of the ML Chat system underwent stress testing in the development laboratory. Thirty clients were configured to access the ML Chat system from two different security domains, with 10 clients in the first domain and 20 in the second. Using the Ktest Journal Macro automated testing tool, each client was configured to send one 50 character chat message each second to one of three chat rooms for 6000 seconds. The results showed that the ML Chat server could process over 100,000 messages an hour with no performance degradation on a two-interface implementation. While server load metrics were unavailable, client performance did not degrade throughout the testing period. While not exhaustive, this testing was interpreted as sufficient for assuming that the system could handle any load of chat traffic that could be imposed by the system’s maximum limit of 256 simultaneously connected users.

4.2 Penetration Testing

While the exact results of the initial penetration testing efforts are classified, the testing did yield sufficiently favorable results to obtain approval to use the system in a limited operational experiment (LOE) that connected a classified US network to a classified multilateral network. Additionally, the US Naval communications program executive office was sufficiently encouraged by the results of the penetration testing to move forward in transitioning the ML Chat system into a US Naval Program of Record (POR).
4.3 Operational Assessment in a Limited Operational Experiment

The ML Chat system was used in a combined joint task force exercise. In this experiment, users in disparate security enclaves and a heterogeneous mixture of operational environments used the ML Chat system to conduct various mission functions. Specifically, US and coalition forces used the system to coordinate joint task force communications coordination. Users from shore sites, large and small deck coalition naval platforms, and mobile command centers were able to successfully conduct near-real-time collaborative planning for coordinating communications across multiple security enclaves. Users were able to access the ML Chat server from a variety of workstation platforms, including Windows NT, Windows 2000, and the US Navy’s Multilevel Thin Client (MLTC) MSL system. While the system usage was limited to a maximum of 150 users, the system functioned properly throughout the exercise. There were no system failures during the exercise, although one user did experience a malfunction with their user account. This error was resolved within 30 minutes of notification, and affected no other users during the experiment.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS

The initial goal of the effort described in this paper was simply to develop an enabling capability for cross-domain near-real-time collaboration. From an operational perspective, this development effort has yielded evidence indicating that traditional cross-domain system architectures are less adequate for enabling cross-domain collaboration in today’s non-hierarchical, net-centric information technology environment than certain heterogeneous cross-domain security architectures. From a programmatic perspective, the fact that this development effort successfully integrated commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) products using government-developed security extensions shows that military organizations can enjoy the time and money savings afforded by using COTS products, while also providing a solution that is tailored to meet their exact needs by using GOTS extensions. From a systems perspective, the hybrid security architecture described in this paper proved adequate for enabling the ML Chat prototype system to meet the US Navy’s cross-domain, near-real-time collaboration requirements in the highly heterogeneous environment of the US Joint Forces Command’s limited operational experiment, JTFEX04-02. Furthermore, based on favourable performance, security, and operational testing results, the Naval program executive office is planning to transition the ML Chat system into a program of record to support multinational coalition collaboration in heterogeneous operational environments. Currently, future plans for enhancing the ML Chat system include:

- Integrating the ML Chat system into the Horizontal Fusion Portfolio
- Enhancing the authentication mechanism for ML Chat
- Enhancing system management functions to accommodate simplified system administration
- Implement system longevity enhancements and perform extended system longevity testing
- Performance enhancements for implementations with more than 3 enclaves

In addition to improving the ML Chat system, work has begun on a project to build a multilevel web server based on the ML Chat system’s hybrid security architecture. This system will provide for more granular policies, a greater variety of data types, stronger authentication, and better data mining tools. Ideally, the ML Chat system and this proposed multilevel web system could then be integrated into a comprehensive cross-domain collaboration system. The end result of these efforts should improve security, performance, and international interoperability for coalition forces working in today’s network-centric operational environment.
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- Conclusions and future work
• **Collaboration in a net-centric environment:**
  – Multinational user communities must coordinate operations in near-real-time
  – Tactical environments limit resource availability
    • Space, weight, and power
    • User and administrator training
    • Network bandwidth and quality of service

• **The security impact of net-centricity:**
  – As more systems are tied together, the number of potential threats to a given system increases
  – As data processing techniques become more automated, the damage potential of a security breach increases
  – In security, trust is transitive!
    • A risk accepted by one is a risk imposed on all!
Cross Domain Solutions: Traditional Models

- Cross-domain systems are not new:
  - Multilevel Secure (MLS) systems
    - Labeled, ubiquitous, single security domain.
    - Scalable, secure, and cost-effective
    - Not really interoperable with existing infrastructure
  - Multiple Security Level (MSL) systems
    - Ultra-thin client (UTC)-fronted MSL
      - Single, thin-client domain that “terminals” into separate security domains based on user’s clearances.
      - Works with existing infrastructure
      - Does not support cross-domain data flows
    - Guarded MSL
      - Security domains exchange data through a controlled interface according to a pre-defined security policy.
      - Uses proven technologies
      - Does not support net-centric operations very well
- These technologies go as far back as the late 1960’s!
**Cross Domain Solutions: Multilevel Chat**

**Multilevel Chat Hybrid Security Architecture:**
- Trust is inherited from network protection mechanisms
- MLS mechanisms maintain enclave and data separation
- A “deny all” default security policy
- A single guarding process executes all privileged operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Guard Features</th>
<th>MLS Features</th>
<th>MSL Features</th>
<th>MLChat Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate Near Real Time Collaboration</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Many Enclaves</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Network Separation</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforce A Security Policy</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate Cross Domain Collaboration</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Risk For Accreditation</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimized Impact on Current Architectures</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Proven Systems</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Dynamic Coalitions</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Existing Systems</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Meets Requirement**
- **Sometimes Meets Requirement**
- **Does Not Meet Requirement**
Multilevel Chat: System Components

- **Multilevel Chat Critical System Components:**
  - **STOP Operating System Mandatory Access Controls**
    - Strong process separation for different enclaves
    - Chat rooms protected so that only authorized enclaves may access them
  - **Trusted Chat Monitor**
    - Mediates all message exchanges between enclaves
    - Performs message content validation
    - Manages/monitors chat server instances
  - **Chat Server Instances**
    - Commercial-off-the shelf, but modified to support labels
    - ASCII character filter
    - Enhanced security for administrative controls
    - MAC protections for chat room access control lists
    - Integrated data labels into chat clients
Multilevel Chat: Component Architecture
Target Environments for Multilevel Chat:
  – Multinational Coalition Enclaves
    • Horizontal Fusion
    • NATO Initial Data Transfer System (NIDTS)
  – Coalitions with separate networks
    • Operation Enduring Freedom
    • GRIFFIN
    • NATO Commander, Striking Fleet, Atlantic
  – Need-to-know compartmentalization
    • Intelligence communities
    • Acquisition communities
The Multilevel Chat Prototype System:
- The DigitalNet XTS-400 Platform (4U rack mount system)
- STOP 6.1E Operating System
- Multilevel Chat Server Software, version 0.6
  - Commercial off the shelf (COTS) Base Collaboration server
  - Government off the shelf (GOTS) MLS/MSL security extensions
- Currently Supports up to 250 simultaneous users
- Tested system configured with 3 enclaves
- System currently implemented to support up to 7 enclaves
• Client interfaces:
  – Native Windows client
    • HTTP-based client/server communications protocol
    • Designed to minimize bandwidth usage
  – Web client
    • True HTTP client/server communications protocol
    • Designed to require no software installation/upgrades
  – Administrative client
    • Single, multilevel administrative user interface
    • Telnet-based client/server communications protocol
• All clients were designed around the “KISS” principle!
  – Initial surveys indicated that users prefer simpler GUIs over more complicated ones, and user feedback corroborated
• Requests for technical support during the assessment were minimal, even though most users did not have the user’s guide!
• Multilevel Chat Laboratory Testing Results:
  – Security testing:
    • “White hat” testing demonstrated that the system could not be used as an infiltration path between networks
    • Testing uncovered several ways to improve the security posture of the chat server instances
  – Stress testing:
    • 30 clients on 2 different networks were used in the test
    • Automated stress test tool sent a 50 character message every second from each client
    • The system processed the 100,000+ messages per hour without any noticeable performance degradation
    • Traffic did not have any appreciable impact on network load
Multilevel Chat Testing: Operational Assessment

- **Multilevel Chat Operational Testing Results:**
  - Connected multiple afloat and ashore nodes on different networks
  - Used extensively for near-real collaboration between strategic, operational, and tactical components.
  - Proved utility in a bandwidth constrained operational environment
  - High tolerance for communication fluctuations
  - Provided for user authentication and chat room access control

*Usage of system by coalition communicators for synchronizing communications systems*
Conclusions

- **Multilevel Chat Conclusions:**
  - Statement from a Multilevel Chat user:
    - “The NRL chat system worked adequately in the limited scope of our exercise. With further development, this application can be an effective multi-level collaboration tool which will facilitate better operations.”
  - While showing promise, the Multilevel Chat system needs several modifications for sustained operational use
  - The Multilevel Chat system’s hybrid security architecture (HSA) could be used to satisfy many net-centric coalition interoperability requirements

- **General Conclusions:**
  - Net-centricity cannot come at the price of coalition interoperability
  - Guards cannot adequately accommodate net-centric collaboration across several different security domains
  - Commercial-off-the-shelf products can be integrated with government-off-the-shelf components to enable cross-domain interoperability in a rapid and cost-effective manner
Future Work

- Improve the performance, security, and manageability of the Multilevel Chat system
- Integrate Multilevel chat into the Horizontal Fusion portfolio
- Develop a Multilevel Web system built around Multilevel Chat's HSA
  - Develop a Common Criteria-certified HSA protection profile
  - Develop a security policy specification language for verifying system security policies
- Merge Windows and web-based chat clients into single, web-enabled application
- Pursue international certification for Multilevel Chat